Midbrain dopamine neurons fire in bursts conveying salient information. Bursts are associated with pauses in tonic firing of striatal cholinergic interneurons. Although the reciprocal balance of dopamine and acetylcholine in the striatum is well known, how dopamine neurons control cholinergic neurons has not been elucidated. Here, we show that dopamine neurons make direct fast dopaminergic and glutamatergic connections with cholinergic interneurons, with regional heterogeneity. Dopamine neurons drive a burst-pause firing sequence in cholinergic interneurons in the medial shell of the nucleus accumbens, mixed actions in the accumbens core, and a pause in the dorsal striatum. This heterogeneity is due mainly to regional variation in dopamine-neuron glutamate cotransmission. A single dose of amphetamine attenuates dopamine neuron connections to cholinergic interneurons with dose-dependent regional specificity. Overall, the present data indicate that dopamine neurons control striatal circuit function via discrete, plastic connections with cholinergic interneurons.
INTRODUCTION
In the striatum (Str), interactions between dopamine (DA) and acetylcholine (ACh) are central to the current understanding of movement and motivated behavior, major neuropsychiatric disorders, as well as to their pharmacotherapy (Benarroch, 2012) . All Str DA arises from midbrain DA neurons, whereas all Str ACh arises from cholinergic interneurons (ChIs) (Goldberg and Wilson, 2010) . DA and ACh appear to be in reciprocal balance (Do et al., 2012) . ChIs comprise about 1% of striatal neurons, they are distributed throughout the striatum, their axons broadly influence striatal circuit function (Goldberg and Wilson, 2010; Kreitzer, 2009) , and they are involved in associative learning, reward processing, and motor control (Schulz and Reynolds, 2013) .
Midbrain DA neurons characteristically fire in bursts signaling unexpected reward and reward-related cues (Schultz, 2013) . DA neuron bursts appear to pause ChI firing (Schulz and Reynolds, 2013) suggesting that DA neurons directly inhibit ChIs. Consistent with this, DA agonists inhibit ChI activity, via D2 receptors (Kreitzer, 2009) . Although DA has been thought to function as a modulatory transmitter, the striking temporal relationships between DA neuron activity and ChI pauses argue that DA neurons convey discrete temporal information. DA neurons do make monosynaptic connections with ChIs (Dimova et al., 1993 ), yet functional connections of DA neurons to ChIs have not been described. Synchronized activation of ChIs can drive DA release via presynaptic nicotinic acetylcholine (nACh) receptors (Cachope et al., 2012; Threlfell et al., 2012) ; however, this is independent of DA neuron activity. Thus, the synaptic basis for the tightly orchestrated reciprocal relationship between DA neuron activity and ChI burst-pause sequences has not been clear.
DA neurons have differing functions across the Str domains they target (Belin et al., 2009; Di Chiara, 2002; Ikemoto, 2007; Kelly et al., 1975) . They show target-dependent heterogeneity in their properties and firing patterns (Roeper, 2013) . Heterogeneity extends to DA neuron transmission in the Str. DA neuron connections to spiny projection neurons (SPNs) in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) medial shell (m-shell) use glutamate as a cotransmitter, but not in the dorsal Str (dStr) Stuber et al., 2010) , whereas DA neuron connections to dStr SPNs use GABA as a cotransmitter (Tritsch et al., 2012) . This heterogeneity likely extends to DA neuron connections to ChIs.
Here, we used optogenetics to examine the synaptic connections made by genetically identified presynaptic neuron populations-in this case DA neurons-with electrophysiologically identified Str target neurons. In mice with restricted expression of channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2) in DA neurons, photostimulation of DA neuron synapses impinging on recorded ChIs revealed that DA neurons make direct and fast connections to ChIs with striking regional heterogeneity. This heterogeneity was accentuated following a single dose of amphetamine, pointing to the pivotal role of the connections in striatal circuit function.
RESULTS

Selective Activation of DA Neurons
To make DA neurons and their axon terminals activatable selectively, we injected a cre-inducible adeno-associated virus (AAV), with double-floxed inverted open reading frame (DIO) containing ChR2 fused to enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP) (Atasoy et al., 2008; Tsai et al., 2009) , into the ventral midbrain of DAT-IRES-cre mice (Bä ckman et al., 2006) . To confirm specific expression in DA neurons, we immunostained for the DA neuron marker tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and for ChR2-EYFP ( Figures  1A-1C) . Because TH has a cytoplasmic distribution ( Figures  1A-1C , right, magenta) and ChR2-EYFP a membrane distribution (Yizhar et al., 2011) (Figures 1A-1C, left, green) , DA neurons expressing ChR2-EYFP were identified as magenta cells outlined in green middle) . Most TH-positive neurons showed EYFP expression, both in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) ( Figure 1B ) and substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) ( Figure 1C ). To confirm specificity of ChR2 expression in DA neurons, we counted ChR2-positive cells and found that 99.9% of ChR2-EYFP-positive neurons were TH positive (n = 1,308); only one ChR2-EYFP-positive cell was TH negative. We counted GABA neurons (n = 42), identified by immunostaining for glutamate decarboxylase (GAD) 67, and ChR2-YFP-positive neurons (n = 100); no GAD-positive cells were ChR2-EYFP positive ( Figure S1 available online). Thus, ChR2 expression was specific to DA neurons, and not seen in VTA GABA neurons known to project to ChIs (Brown et al., 2012) . In acute ventral midbrain slices, ChR2-EYFP expression was visualized by direct fluorescence ( Figure 1D ). Train photostimulation of five pulses at 20 Hz (5 ms pulse duration) reliably drove DA neurons to fire in both the VTA and SNc ( Figure 1E ).
DA Neuron Synaptic Input to ChIs in Three Striatal Domains
We recorded from ChIs in three functional Str domains, the dStr, NAc core, and m-shell ( Figure 2A ). ChIs were identified as large, tonically firing cells with a hyperpolarization-activated cation channel current (I h ) (Goldberg and Wilson, 2010) (Figure S2A ). Immunostaining revealed that all cells with these characteristics were choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) positive (n = 17), confirming the electrophysiological identification (Figure S2B ). Single-pulse photostimulation of DA neuron terminals at 0.1 Hz elicited a hyperpolarization in ChIs in the dStr (À2.22 ± 0.93 mV, n = 9 cells), little response in ChIs in the core (0.89 ± 0.63 mV, n = 10 cells), and a strong depolarization with action potential generation in ChIs the m-shell (4.43 ± 0.86 mV, n = 10 cells) ( Figure 2B ). Responses in ChIs in the dStr and the m-shell were significantly different (p = 0.044, p = 0.001, respectively, one-sample t test, compared to baseline), but not in the core (p = 0.19). ChIs showed no significant regional differences in either resting membrane potential (dStr, À64.0 ± 1.4 mV; core, À61.5 ± 1.7 mV; m-shell, À61.1 ± 1.5 mV; p = 0.38, one-way ANOVA) or action potential threshold (dStr, À51.9 ± 1.6 mV; core, À50.6 ± 1.8 mV; m-shell, À47.0 ± 1.5 mV; p = 0.08). Baseline firing frequencies of ChIs were 2.5 ± 0.4 Hz (n = 16 cells) in the dStr, 5.9 ± 1.0 Hz (n = 12 cells) in the core and 3.8 ± 0.6 Hz (n = 17 cells) in the m-shell, and significantly higher in the core than the other two subregions (p = 0.004, one-way ANOVA with Scheffe's post hoc test), suggesting some regional heterogeneity in ChI excitability.
We measured the latency of responses of ChIs to DA neuron terminal photostimulation. The latency of the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) in the m-shell was 4.0 ± 0.4 ms, whereas that of the IPSP in the dStr was 8.0 ± 1.4 ms, which was significantly longer (p = 0.021, unpaired t test) ( Figure 2C ). The latency of PSPs was tightly distributed in each neuron, in both the dStr ( Figure 2D , top traces, green circles) and the m-shell ( Figure 2D , bottom traces, magenta circles). Cell 5 showed a wider distribution of latencies, with a shorter latency due to cell firing (Figure 2D , bottom traces). The EPSP in m-shell ChIs had the same latency as seen for EPSPs in SPNs (Stuber et al., 2010; Tecuapetla et al., 2010) . Recordings from DA neuron axons connecting to SPNs revealed a delay of about 5 ms between photostimulation and generation of a presynaptic action current Neuron Dopamine Neurons Control Cholinergic Interneurons (Tecuapetla et al., 2010) , indicating that the latency for excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) in ChIs mainly reflects the activation time of ChR2 (Prakash et al., 2012) . Factoring this in with the tight distribution of latencies, the m-shell ChI response is monosynaptic. The latency of the IPSP in dStr ChIs was about 4 ms longer, but also a showed a tight distribution, and is thus also likely to be monosynaptic.
We then used train photostimulation of DA neuron synapses (five pulses at 20 Hz) to mimic the DA neuron burst firing associated with reward-related cues (Schultz, 2013) . In the dStr, this train photostimulation produced a hyperpolarization and a pause in firing in all recorded ChIs ( Figure 2E, left) . In the core, train photostimulation slowed firing, but did not produce an obvious pause ( Figure 2E , middle). In the m-shell, train photostimulation drove ChIs to fire in bursts ( Figure 2E, right) , and then to fire more slowly or to pause. Train photostimulation of DA neuron synapses reliably drove a burst in all recorded m-shell ChIs. To evaluate the DA neuron-evoked synaptic response independent of variability in baseline ChI firing, we determined a firing ratio comparing firing frequency during train photostimulation (0-0.5 s from the onset of train) to the preceding 2 s of baseline firing. In the dStr, the firing ratio during train photostimulation was 0.22 ± 0.06 (n = 16, Figure 2F ), which was significantly attenuated (p < 0.001, compared to baseline [ratio of 1], one-sample t test). In the core, the firing ratio during train photostimulation was 0.62 ± 0.13 (n = 12), also significantly reduced (p = 0.015; Figure 2F ). In contrast, train photostimulation in the m-shell elicited burst firing in ChIs; the firing ratio during train photostimulation was 3.80 ± 0.72 (n = 17), which was significantly increased (p = 0.001; Figure 2F ). In the dStr, in the subsequent half-second window (0.5-1 s from the onset of the train), the firing ratio was not significantly different from baseline (firing ratio 0.76 ± 0.16, p = 0.16), as a result of the variable duration of the pause and rebound firing ( Figure S2C ). In the core, the significant reduction in firing persisted (0.58 ± 0.10, p = 0.002). Firing was reduced (0.41 ± 0.12, p < 0.001) in the m-shell, as a result of a postburst hyperpolarization (PBH) ( Figure S2C ).
We next focused on excitatory DA neuron inputs to ChIs in the m-shell, comparing responses in the principal neuron types. We recognized ChIs, SPNs, and fast-spiking GABAergic interneurons (FSIs) by soma size, confirmed by their distinctive firing patterns ( Figure S2A ). Single-pulse photostimulation in the m-shell under voltage clamp (at À70 mV) elicited EPSCs ( Figure 2G ) that measured 79.5 ± 26.3 pA in ChIs, 12.8 ± 3.1 pA in SPNs, and 24.2 ± 6.3 pA in FSIs. This confirmed the previously reported smaller amplitude of EPSCs in SPNs (Stuber et al., 2010; Tecuapetla et al., 2010) ; responses in ChIs were significantly larger ( Figure 2G , right, p = 0.022, one-way ANOVA with Scheffe's post hoc test, between ChI and SPN). Compared to SPNs (À93.5 ± 2.7 mV) or FSIs (À79.9 ± 6.7 mV), ChIs have more depolarized resting membrane potentials (À61.1 ± 1.5 mV). Together with the larger EPSCs, DA neuron input to m-shell ChIs can drive them to fire, independent of coincident excitatory input. Thus, fast excitatory DA neuron transmission in the m-shell most potently affects ChIs.
Pharmacology of Inhibitory DA-Neuron Synaptic Responses in ChIs
Next, we examined the neurotransmitter mediation of inhibitory DA neuron connections to ChIs. In the dStr and in the core, train stimulation of DA neuron terminals reduced ChI firing. DA neuron GABA cotransmission observed in SPNs in the dStr (Tritsch et al., 2012 ) might contribute to the firing reduction. However, the GABA A antagonist SR95531 (gabazine; 10 mM) had no effect on the DA neuron-mediated inhibition of ChI firing in the dStr (control 0.16 ± 0.06, SR 0.21 ± 0.08, n = 6 cells, p = 0.46, Wilcoxon signed ranks test), whereas SR95531 attenuated the DA neuron-mediated inhibition of ChI firing in the core (firing ratio control 0.45 ± 0.14, SR 0.86 ± 0.13, n = 5 cells, p = 0.043) (Figures 3A and 3B) . Baseline firing frequency was not affected by SR95531 in either the dStr (control 2.2 ± 0.4 Hz, SR 2.8 ± 0.6 Hz, p = 0.35) or the core (control 4.4 ± 0.3 Hz, SR 4.4 ± 1.3 Hz, p = 0.89). Thus, the effect of SR95531 in the core was not due to an increase in baseline firing as a result of blocking tonic GABA.
In the dStr, SR95531 application did not affect the DA neurondriven ChI hyperpolarization ( Figure 3C , left). In the core, some ChIs showed fast and small hyperpolarizations ( Figure 3C , middle); these were blocked by SR95531 ( Figure 3C , right), consistent with GABA cotransmission (Tritsch et al., 2012) , mediated by GABA A receptors. The lack of a GABA A antagonist effect in the dStr also excludes a polysynaptic GABAergic contribution. Considering the relatively short latency of the hyperpolarization in the dStr ( Figures 2C and 2D ), only DA neuron glutamate cotransmission could drive local GABA neurons. The lack of an AMPA/kainate antagonist effect (CNQX, 40 mM) on the pause (firing ratio control 0.20 ± 0.12, CNQX 0.19 ± 0.09, n = 6, p = 0.465, Figure S3A ) argues further against a polysynaptic GABAergic contribution.
To elucidate the mechanism of the longer latency response in the dStr, we measured activation time, as the 10%-90% rise time of synaptic responses, under voltage clamp (holding potential = À70 mV) with single-pulse photostimulation at 0.1 Hz (Figure 3D ) and compared it to ChIs in the core that showed fast IPSCs ( Figure 3D , left top). In the dStr, all ChIs showed slow IPSCs ( Figure 3D , left bottom). The rise time was 10.5 ± 3.3 ms (n = 6 cells) in the dStr compared to 2.2 ± 0.8 ms (n = 4 cells) in the core. In further comparison, the rise time for EPSCs in the m-shell was 1.8 ± 0.2 ms (n = 9 cells). The rise time in the dStr was significantly longer than in the core (p = 0.042, oneway ANOVA with Scheffe's post hoc test), or m-shell (p = 0.009; Figure 3D , right), arguing against ionotropic transmitter receptor mediation of the dStr response. When postsynaptic G proteins were inactivated selectively in dStr ChIs with intracellular GDPbS (1-1.5 mM), the hyperpolarization evoked by train photostimulation in the dStr was blocked 5 min after entering whole-cell mode (average amplitude at 5-6 min 0.73 ± 0.17 mV, n = 5 cells, Figure 3E ), in contrast to recordings with control pipette solution (average amplitude at 5-6 min was 8.2 ± 0.8 mV, n = 6 cells; p = 0.004, Mann-Whitney U test). Train photostimulation evoked large IPSCs at a holding potential of À60 mV with K + -based pipette solution (52.4 ± 10.9 pA, n = 5; Figure 3F ). They were greatly reduced with a Cs + -based pipette solution (9.3 ± 1.8 pA, n = 5, p = 0.008), consistent with mediation by G protein-activated inward rectifier K + channels (GIRKs), and not by GABA A receptors, which flux Cl À and are not blocked by intracellular Cs + . Thus, the hyperpolarization in the dStr was mediated through G protein coupling to K + channels. The pause in the dStr could be mediated by D2 or GABA B receptors. We found that the D2 antagonist sulpiride (10 mM) blocked the pause (firing ratio control 0.04 ± 0.04, sulpiride 1.1 ± 0.1, n = 5 cells, p = 0.043) ( Figures 3G and 3H ) by blocking the hyperpolarization ( Figure 3I , left), whereas the GABA B antagonist CGP55845 (3 mM) had no effect (firing ratio control 0.05 ± 0.04, CGP 0.06 ± 0.04, n = 5 cells, p = 0.99, Wilcoxon signedranks test; Figure S3B ). In the core, sulpiride changed the attenuation of firing to a slight increase in firing (control 0.93 ± 0.3, sulpiride 1.4 ± 0.3, n = 5 cells, p = 0.043) ( Figures 3G-3I , right). Baseline firing frequency was not affected by sulpiride, either in the dStr (control 2.1 ± 0.6 Hz, sulpiride 1.9 ± 0.6 Hz, p = 0.35), or in the core (control 5.6 ± 1.6 Hz, sulpiride 4.4 ± 1.4 Hz, p = 0.08). Thus, in the dStr, the pause was mediated by D2 receptors, whereas in the core the attenuation in firing was mediated by both D2 and GABA A receptors.
Pharmacology of Excitatory DA Neuron-Synaptic Responses in ChIs
In the m-shell, train photostimulation of DA neuron terminals drove ChI burst firing. DA neurons drive fast glutamatergic EPSCs in m-shell SPNs (Chuhma et al., 2004; Hnasko et al., 2010; Stuber et al., 2010; Tecuapetla et al., 2010) and could similarly drive ChIs. CNQX reduced the burst significantly (firing ratio control 2.8 ± 0.4, CNQX 1.4 ± 0.2, n = 7 cells; p = 0.018; Figures  4A and 4B) , although a slight increase in firing remained after CNQX application. This remaining excitation was blocked by the NMDA antagonist D-APV (100 mM); firing ratio control 4.4 ± 0.9; CNQX+APV 0.92 ± 0.16, n = 6 cells, p = 0.028; Figures 4A and 4B). ChIs express DA D5 receptors (Rivera et al., 2002) that mediate excitation (Yan and Surmeier, 1997) ; however, the D1/D5 antagonist SCH23390 (10 mM) did not reduce the burst in m-shell ChIs (firing ratio control 3.0 ± 1.5, SCH 3.6 ± 1.4, n = 5 cells, p = 0.23; Figures 4A and 4B ). Baseline firing was Neuron Dopamine Neurons Control Cholinergic Interneurons not affected by any of the applied antagonists (control 3.2 ± 0.7 Hz, CNQX 4.6 ± 1.3 Hz, p = 0.08; control 2.4 ± 0.3 Hz, CNQX+APV 2.1 ± 0.2 Hz, p = 0.67; control 5.0 ± 2.7 Hz; SCH 3.5 ± 1.3 Hz, p = 0.14). Thus, the burst in the m-shell was glutamate-mediated with little D5 contribution.
Following photostimulation of DA neuron terminals, most m-shell ChIs showed a PBH ( Figures S2C, 4C, and 4D ), which could be mediated by GABA cotransmission or activation of GABA interneurons via glutamate cotransmission. However, the GABA A antagonist SR95531 did not affect the PBH (100.3% ± 5.8% of control, n = 9 cells, p = 0.96, one-sample t test; Figures 4C and 4D) . In contrast to the D2 mediation of the pause in the dStr, sulpiride did not block the PBH in m-shell ChIs, although it reduced the amplitude significantly (66.0% ± 5.3% of control, n = 5 cells, p = 0.003; Figures 4C and 4D) . The PBH was reduced to 13.9% ± 3.8% of control by glutamate blockade with CNQX and D-APV together (n = 5 cells, p = 0.003), and blockade of both glutamate and D2 receptors almost completely eliminated the PBH (3.1% ± 1.4% of control, n = 4 cells, p < 0.001; Figures 4C and 4D) . The PBH was reduced more significantly with a cocktail of D2 and glutamate blockers than with glutamate blockers alone (p = 0.032, Mann-Whitney U test), arguing that the PBH was mediated mainly by activitydependent components, but partially by D2 receptors.
Activity dependence could involve muscarinic acetylcholine (mACh) autoreceptors (Kreitzer, 2009 ). However, a high concentration of mACh antagonist scopolamine (10 mM) had only a small, although significant effect on the PBH (57.1% ± 7.7% of control, n = 5, p = 0.009, one-sample t test; Figures 4C and  4D ). More likely, the activity dependence of the PBH was mediated by small conductance Ca 2+ -dependent K + channels (SK channels) (Goldberg and Wilson, 2010) ; to test this, we blocked activation of SK channels by chelating intracellular Ca 2+ with BAPTA (10 mM) in the patch pipette. About 15 min was required for BAPTA to show a full effect, so the first 5 min after entering whole-cell mode served as a control. BAPTA strongly attenuated the PBH (23.1% ± 1.8% of control, n = 5, p < 0.001; Figures 4C  and 4D ). Bath application of the SK channel antagonist apamin (300 nM) strongly attenuated the PBH (29.0% ± 2.6% of control, n = 5, p < 0.001; Figures 4C and 4D ). Because bath application affected both presynaptic and postsynaptic channels, it may enhance transmitter release from DA neuron terminals; indeed, depolarization due to glutamate cotransmission was enhanced with apamin application (172.0% ± 15.4% of control, n = 5, p = 0.010). The smaller effect of apamin compared to intracellular BAPTA could be due to enhanced DA release. The simultaneous application of a cocktail of D2, mACh, and SK channel antagonists eliminated the PBH almost completely (4.8% ± 0.9% of control, n = 5, p < 0.001; Figures 4C and 4D) . Thus, activation of DA neuron inputs to the m-shell evokes in ChIs a glutamatemediated burst followed by a hyperpolarization mediated by SK channels, augmented by D2 and muscarinic actions.
Heterogeneity in DA Neuron-ChI Synaptic Connections Is due to Glutamate Cotransmission Because ChIs in all striatal domains exhibited a DA D2-mediated inhibitory response to train photostimulation of DA neuron inputs, the heterogeneity in the DA neuron signal across domains is likely due to glutamate cotransmission. Indeed, medial VTA DA neurons that innervate the m-shell preferentially express the vesicular glutamate transporter 2 (VGLUT2) (Li et al., 2013) , which mediates glutamate cotransmission. To test this, we used mice with a conditional knockout (cKO) of VGLUT2 in DA neurons to eliminate glutamate cotransmission . Although slices from littermate controls showed regional heterogeneity in ChI responses, in VGLUT2 cKO slices, train photostimulation produced a reduction or pause in ChI firing across all three Str domains ( Figures 5A and 5B ). In the dStr, the same pause was seen in control and VGLUT2 cKO (firing ratio: control 0.13 ± 0.04, n = 5 cells; cKO 0.08 ± 0.06, n = 5 cells; p = 0.31, Mann-Whitney U test; Figure 5B ), confirming the lack of significant glutamate cotransmission. In the core, the subtle inhibition in control became a pause in VGLUT2 cKO (firing ratio: control 0.97 ± 0.15, n = 4 cells; cKO 0.14 ± 0.10, n = 5 cells; p = 0.016; Figure 5B ), showing that modest glutamate cotransmission in the core is obscured by DA/GABA-mediated inhibition. In the m-shell, the burst followed by inhibition in control slices became pure inhibition in VGLUT2 cKO (firing ratio control 4.1 ± 0.6, n = 5 cells; cKO 0.55 ± 0.11, n = 5 cells; p = 0.009; Fig- ure 5B). The PBH was not significantly reduced (control À6.0 ± 1.9 mV, n = 5 cells; cKO 2.9 ± 0.9 mV, n = 5 cells; p = 0.17; Figure 5C ), probably due to the D2-mediated component. Under Figure 5D ), confirming that the fast EPSCs were mediated by glutamate cotransmission. Although DA-mediated inhibition in ChIs was observed in all three striatal domains, the glutamate-mediated excitation showed a strong regional gradient, strongest in the m-shell, weak in the core and absent in the dStr. Thus, regional heterogeneity in DA neuron actions was due mainly to glutamate cotransmission.
DA Neuron-ChI Synaptic Connections Show Regionally Heterogeneous Plasticity
If DA neuron-ChI synaptic connections are important for striatal function, we should expect to see that the connections are plastic, and moreover that they demonstrate regional heterogeneity of functionally relevant plasticity. A single psychostimulant dose causes distributed synaptic changes in the mesolimbic DA system (Belin et al., 2009; Lü scher and Malenka, 2011) . So we examined the DA neuron-ChI synaptic connection following a single low or high dose of amphetamine. It is well established that low-dose amphetamine induces hyperlocomotion via DA release in the NAc, whereas with high dose, locomotion gives way to stereotypy via DA release in the dStr (Kelly et al., 1975; Yates et al., 2007) . To modify circuitry in the NAc and the dStr differentially (Yates et al., 2007) , we used 2 mg/kg as low dose and 16 mg/kg as high dose, respectively. We confirmed the dose dependence by observation of hyperlocomotion or grooming stereotypy ( Figures S4B and S4C ). After amphetamine-induced behaviors had subsided, we measured DA neuron input to ChIs in brain slices ( Figure S4A ). In low-dose slices, the burst in m-shell ChIs was reduced (firing ratio saline 5.0 ± 1.0, low dose 2.2 ± 0.5, p = 0.022, one-way ANOVA with Scheffe's post hoc test), whereas there was no significant effect in the core (saline 0.90 ± 0.30, low dose 0.58 ± 0.17, p = 0.71) or the dStr (saline 0.095 ± 0.052, low dose 0.086 ± 0.056, p = 0.99; Figures 6A and 6B) . In high-dose slices, both the burst in the m-shell (2.5 ± 0.3) and the pause in the dStr (0.51 ± 0.15) were reduced (m-shell p = 0.040, dStr p = 0.021), whereas there was no significant effect in the core (1.0 ± 0.3, p = 0.97; Figures 6A and 6B ). The burst in the m-shell was not reduced further, comparing low to high dose (p = 0.96), whereas the pause in the dStr was significantly reduced in high dose (p = 0.019; Figures 6A and 6B ). Baseline firing frequencies were not affected ( Figure S4D ), suggesting that the effects were principally synaptic. The amplitude of the PBH in the m-shell was reduced by low dose (saline 8.8 ± 1.4 mV, low dose 3.9 ± 1.6 mV, p = 0.038), and further reduced by high dose (high dose 1.7 ± 0.4 mV, p = 0.002 compared to saline, p = 0.038 compared to low dose; Figure 6C ). DA neuron EPSCs in m-shell ChIs were significantly reduced by low dose (saline 88.5 ± 9.3 pA, low dose 44.4 ± 11.9 pA, p = 0.025), but not reduced further by high dose (58.3 ± 11.5 pA, p = 0.67, compared to low dose; Figure 6D ). As both fast EPSCs and bursts in ChIs were eliminated by VGLUT2 cKO (Figure 5 ), the reduction in bursts with low dose was due to attenuation of glutamate cotransmission.
Because there was no further reduction in EPSC amplitude with high dose, the attenuation of the PBH was not due to further reduction of glutamate cotransmission, implying that the further reduction with high dose involves a reduction in the D2 component of the PBH ( Figure 4D ). No amphetamine effect was observed in m-shell SPNs, with either low or high dose (p = 0.64; Figure 6D ), indicating that amphetamine preferentially (D) EPSCs evoked by single-pulse photostimulation (at 0.1 Hz) in m-shell ChIs were attenuated following amphetamine, whereas there was no effect in SPNs. > and >> indicate p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively, by one-way ANOVA with Scheffe's post hoc test. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. See also Figure S4. affects DA neuron connections to ChIs. Effects in the core were difficult to discern, given the small responses of ChIs under control conditions. Thus low-dose amphetamine attenuated glutamate cotransmission mainly in the m-shell, whereas high dose attenuated both DA and glutamate transmission, and this extended to attenuation of DA transmission in the dStr.
DISCUSSION
DA has been thought to have principally modulatory actions in striatal projection areas. However, DA neurons fire in patterns that also transmit more discrete temporal information. Such information could be conveyed by glutamate (Stuber et al., 2010; Tecuapetla et al., 2010) or GABA (Tritsch et al., 2012) cotransmission to SPNs. We have now shown that DA neurons convey discrete temporal information to ChIs via fast DAergic IPSPs in ChIs in the dStr and robust glutamatergic EPSPs in ChIs in the m-shell. In the core, they have a more subtle action. Behaviorally relevant bursts in DA neurons produce a timed pause in ChI firing in the dStr mediated by DA action at D2 receptors, robust excitation in ChIs in the m-shell mediated by glutamate acting at both AMPA and NMDA receptors, followed by a pause mainly driven by activity-dependent currents and DA, and more modest inhibition in the core mediated by D2 and GABA A inhibition countered by modest glutamatergic action (Figure 7 ). This striking regional heterogeneity counters the view that DA neurons have homogeneous actions across striatal domains. A single dose of amphetamine accentuates this heterogeneity through a region-and dose-dependent reduction in the DA-neuron control of ChI firing (Figure 7 , arrows) indicating that the connections are likely to mediate an early step in drug-induced plasticity.
Fast DA Neuron Signaling to dStr ChIs Fast DA neuron IPSCs are seen in SN DA neurons (Beckstead et al., 2004; Gantz et al., 2013) but have not been reported previously in DA neuron projection areas. In contrast to the modulatory actions of DA on SPNs, the present results reveal that DA neurons projecting to ChIs mediate a fast D2-mediated IPSC, most prominent in the dStr and weaker and slower in the NAc.
The short latency of the DAergic IPSC in dStr ChIs (about 5 ms) is remarkable for a G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR)-mediated response, and significantly faster than the DA IPSC in SN DA neurons (about 50 ms) (Beckstead et al., 2004; Gantz et al., 2013) . However, the speed of activation of GPCR-mediated responses depends on concentration and diffusion of transmitters (Lohse et al., 2007) ; once the transmitter has bound, signal transduction may take as little as 1 ms, as exemplified by rhodopsin activation, for a direct-coupled response (Lohse et al., 2007) . This would argue that the D2-mediated IPSP in dStr ChIs is likely mediated via bg subunit direct activation of GIRKs (Whorton and MacKinnon, 2013) . The DA neuron elicited IPSC in ChIs is not that much faster than the Ca 2+ rise in a proximate cortical dendritic spine elicited by DA uncaging, which requires about 30 ms (Araya et al., 2013) , when the additional time required for G protein subunit diffusion and Ca 2+ release is factored in. Thus, the short-latency D2 activation of GIRKs in ChIs we have seen appears plausible for an axodendritic (Dimova et al., 1993) synaptic response. Although DA produces a discrete IPSP in ChIs, the response is slower than that mediated by ionotropic receptors; as a result, DA neuron bursts are converted into an integrated hyperpolarization with relatively fast onset in dStr ChIs. DA neurons generate large GABA A IPSCs in dStr SPNs (Tritsch et al., 2012) , but these are not seen in ChIs. There may be a modest DA neuron GABA A input to ChIs in the dStr, which was not large enough to reduce firing. A small IPSC did remain 5 min after intracellular dialysis with Cs + that could be GABA A mediated; however, it is more likely that the Cs + did not reach more distal dendrites and so did not fully block the GIRK-mediated response. It is striking that in the dStr DA neuron GABAergic synaptic actions are seen in SPNs but not in ChIs. This suggests that presynaptic plasma membrane GABA transporters or postsynaptic GABA A receptors are distributed to DA neuron synaptic connections with SPNs and away from synaptic connections with ChIs. When DA neurons fire in bursts, ChIs pause (Schulz and Reynolds, 2013) . Several mechanisms have been proposed for the generation of the ChI pauses, but direct DA neuron actions have not been considered. For example, cortical inputs could trigger hyperpolarization-activated cation channels or enhance slow afterhyperpolarizations (Oswald et al., 2009; Wilson and Goldberg, 2006) , or thalamic inputs could augment DA release (Ding et al., 2010) , but these require preceding glutamatergic input. Our observations show that DA neuron DA transmission is sufficient to pause ChIs in the dStr and could thus drive the inverse correlation between DA neuron firing and ChI pauses directly. ChIs trigger DA release via presynaptic action on DA neuron terminals (Threlfell et al., 2012) , so a DA neuron-driven pause in ChIs would reduce ChI-driven DA release and help to terminate the pause. In this way, DA neuron activity could accentuate the oscillation of ChIs between firing and pauses.
DA Neuron Responses in ChIs in the NAc
In the m-shell, DA neuron bursts reliably drove a burst-pause sequence in ChIs. In all ChIs recorded in the m-shell under control conditions, train photostimulation of DA neuron terminals elicited a burst, showing the reliable translation of DA-neuron bursts into ChI bursts. As is characteristic of ionotropic glutamate transmission, both the onset and offset of the response was fast so the timing of DA-neuron bursting was precisely transmitted to ChIs. By comparison, glutamate cotransmission in SPNs was weak. So together with the more hyperpolarized resting membrane potential of SPNs (Kreitzer, 2009) , DA neuron glutamate cotransmission should only trigger SPN spikes in concert with other excitatory inputs (Chuhma et al., 2004; Tecuapetla et al., 2010) . In contrast, DA neuron input alone is sufficient to drive ChIs to fire, indicating that ChIs are more likely targets of discrete temporal information encoded in DA neuron firing. When DA neurons fire synchronously to salient stimuli (Schultz, 2013) , their excitatory actions are likely to entrain ChI burstpause sequences specifically in the m-shell.
The robust PBH in m-shell ChIs was driven by a combination of direct synaptic and activity-dependent mechanisms, involving D2 and mACh receptors, and SK channels. These mechanisms likely interact synergistically. In rat striatal ChIs, D2 receptor activation inhibits N-type voltage gated Ca 2+ channels (Momiyama and Koga, 2001) , which may in turn reduce SK channel activation. mACh receptors may directly modulate SK channels through mACh, as is seen in hippocampal neurons (Giessel and Sabatini, 2010) . Considering the widespread influence of ChIs (Goldberg and Wilson, 2010; Kreitzer, 2009) , timing-dependent DA neurons actions may more effectively control striatal circuitry by controlling ChI activity. In the core, the DA neuron action on ChIs was weak and variable. Single-pulse photostimulation did not elicit a reliable response, but train photostimulation slowed ChI firing, via D2 and GABA A mediation. The GABA A hyperpolarization was not always apparent, but it significantly slowed firing. Most likely it was mediated by DA neuron GABA cotransmission (Tritsch et al., 2012) , but it could also be mediated polysynaptically by striatal GABA neurons (SPNs or interneurons). A modest glutamatergic contribution was revealed by the change in the ChI response from a small reduction in firing to a pause in cKO slices. Firing attenuation in core ChIs thus involves a slight imbalance in inhibition (DA and GABA) and excitation (glutamate), favoring inhibition.
Amphetamine-Induced Heterogeneous Plasticity of DA Neuron-ChI Transmission Amphetamine dose-dependently attenuated DA neuron inputs to ChIs with regional heterogeneity, consistent with the involvement of different Str subregions in amphetamine-dependent behaviors (Kelly et al., 1975) . After acute behavioral effects of low-dose amphetamine had subsided, we found that the DA neuron elicited ChI bursts were diminished in the m-shell. As a result, DA neurons selectively lost the ability to synchronize bursts in m-shell ChIs. The ensuing ChI pause was also reduced, presumably due to a diminution in the activity-dependent component of the PBH. In contrast, high-dose amphetamine attenuated pauses in both m-shell and dStr, presumably due to a diminution in DA signaling. Regionally, amphetamine would be expected to have its strongest action in the dStr where DA transporter (DAT) expression is highest (Ciliax et al., 1995) . However, the dose-dependent behavioral effects of amphetamine follow a ventral-to-dorsal progression (Belin et al., 2009; Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988; Kelly et al., 1975) . Possibly, DA neuron glutamate cotransmission to ChIs in the NAc medial-shell contributes to the observed regional differences in the behavioral actions of acute amphetamine.
VGLUT2 cKO mice respond less to acute administration of cocaine and amphetamine (Birgner et al., 2010) . The DAT-driven conditional deletion of VGLUT2 is restricted to DA neurons and further restricted to medial VTA DA neurons by the predominant medial distribution of the VGLUT2-expressing DA neurons (Li et al., 2013) . Glutamatergic cotransmission is strongest in the NAc m-shell, and in the m-shell strongest onto ChIs, arguing that the behavioral phenotype of VGLUT2 cKO mice is due to the loss of DA neuron glutamatergic cotransmission to m-shell ChIs. The modest reduction in DA neuron number seen in VGLUT2 cKO mice (Bé rubé -Carriè re et al., 2012) could contribute to the attenuated stimulant response, but this is countered by the selective impact of amphetamine on DA neuron connections to m-shell ChIs, and not SPNs (Ishikawa et al., 2013) . The selective susceptibility of DA neuron glutamatergic connections to ChIs identifies the connections as a primary target of psychostimulant action and argues that they play a crucial role in the initiation of druginduced changes in the striatal circuitry.
Implications for Striatal Circuit Function
Pauses in ChI firing appear to parse behavioral sequences and show progressive synchronization with learning (Graybiel et al., 1994) . DA neuron bursts could mediate such a plastic process uniquely in the m-shell and underlie reward-related learning. Indeed, nicotine-another addictive drug-synchronizes VTA DA neuron firing (Li et al., 2011) , which could then entrain ChIs in the m-shell to drive pathological learning and addictive behavior. In contrast, the fast DA response in the dStr, which is not as fast as glutamate cotransmission, may work in concert with other inputs to synchronize ChI firing. Consistent with this, the burst-pause sequence in m-shell ChIs closely resembles the combination of thalamic input and DA input seen in the dStr in response to salient information (Ding et al., 2010) .
The intrinsic properties of DA neurons vary across the ventral midbrain (Fields et al., 2007; Roeper, 2013) . We now show that this heterogeneity extends dramatically to their synaptic connections in the Str. Although DA appears to exert modulatory actions on all Str neurons, DA neurons signal with fast temporally discrete signals to ChIs and so have a unique conduit to the control of Str function through their connections to ChIs. ChIs are dominant Str interneurons with widespread influence, so control of ChIs allows DA neurons to exert timing-dependent control of the striatal circuitry. DA neurons may thus use ChIs as effective entry points-with prominent, regionally heterogeneous and plastic fast inputs-to orchestrate striatal circuit function. AAV-cre-Inducible-ChR2-EYFP Injection To express ChR2 in DA neurons selectively, we injected adeno-associated virus (AAV) serotype 5 encoding ChR2 fused to EYFP (AAV5-EF1a-DIOChR2(H134R)-EYFP) into DAT-IRES-cre mice. Mice (ages postnatal days 28-40 [P28-P40], n = 95) were anesthetized with Ketamine (90 mg/kg) + Xylazine (7 mg/kg). A glass pipette (PCR micropipettes, Drummond), pulled to a tip diameter $20 mm, was lowered to just above the ventral midbrain (coordinates relative to bregma: À3.3 mm anteroposterior, À4.3 mm dorsoventral, and 0.5 mm lateral) and pressure injections of 1 ml of AAV5-EF1a-DIO-ChR2-EYFP (titer 1.5 3 10 12 virus molecules/ml) were made. The pipette was left in place for $3 min to minimize backflow along the injection tract, then withdrawn, and the mouse was allowed to recover.
Immunohistochemistry
Mice 50-55 days postviral injection (P90) were anesthetized with ketamine (100 mg/kg) + xylazine (15 mg/kg), and rapidly perfused intracardially with 1 ml of warm phosphate buffer solution (PBS; 0.1 M [pH 7.4]) containing heparin (10,000 IU/L), then with 5 ml cold PBS, followed by 5 ml 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. After overnight postfixation at 4 C, brains were sliced with a vibrating microtome (Leica VT1200), and 50 mm coronal slices were collected into a cryoprotectant solution (30% glycerol, 30% ethylene glycol in 0.1 M Tris HCl [pH 7.4]) and kept at À20 C until processing. Glycine (100 mM) for 30 min was used to quench the aldehydes. Nonspecific binding was blocked with 10% normal goat serum (Millipore) in 0.1% Triton X-100 for 2 hr. Brain slices were incubated with a pair of primary antibodies either anti-TH (mouse monoclonal, 1:10,000, MAB318, Millipore) and anti-GFP (rabbit polyclonal, 1:2,000, AB3080, Millipore), or anti-GFP (1:2,000) and anti-GAD 67 (mouse monoclonal, 1:1,000, MAB5406, Millipore) in 0.02% Triton X-100 and 2% normal goat serum solution on a shaker at 4 C for 48 hr. Sections were then washed with PBS and incubated for 45 min with one of the following pairs of secondary antibodies: anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 594 or Alexa Fluor 555 and anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (made in goat, 1:200, Invitrogen) in 0.02% Triton X-100. Brain sections were mounted using Prolong Gold (Invitrogen) and stored at 4 C.
Photomicrographs were acquired using a FluoView FV1000 confocal laserscanning microscope (Olympus) or Nikon A1 confocal laser-scanning microscope (Nikon Instruments), a 603 oil objective (n.a. 1.42) and the 488 and 559 nm channels.
Slice Electrophysiology
Recordings were done 21-44 days after viral injection (ages P55-P72). Coronal slices through the striatum, 300 mm thick, were prepared as described previously (Chuhma et al., 2011) . After 1 hr incubation at room temperature to allow slices to recover, slices were placed in a recording chamber with continuous perfusion of artificial cerebrospinal fluid (without any drugs), saturated with carbogen (95% O 2 + 5% CO 2 ), and maintained at $32 C (TC 344B Temperature Controller, Warner Instruments). Expression of ChR2 was confirmed by visualization of YFP fluorescence in DA neuron axons and varicosities. Recordings were done in regions with bright YFP fluorescence. Whole-cell patch recording followed standard techniques using glass pipettes (3-6 MU). The intracellular solution contained (in mM): 140 K + -gluconate, 10 HEPES, 0.1 CaCl 2 , 2 MgCl 2 , 1 EGTA, 2 ATP-Na 2 and 0.1 GTP-Na 2 (pH 7.3). Recording was done with Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices) under voltage clamp (holding potential = À70 mV, unless otherwise noted) or fast current clamp mode. For voltage clamp recording, series resistance (9-35 MU) was compensated online by 70%-80%. Liquid junction potential ($12 mV) was adjusted online. ChR2 responses were evoked by field illumination with a high-power blue (470 nm) LED (Thorlabs) delivered either as a single 5 ms pulse at 0.1 Hz or in a train of five pulses at 20 Hz at 30 s intervals. For pharmacological studies, SR95531 (Tocris Bioscience), CGP 55345 (Tocris), 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX, Sigma-Aldrich), D-(-)-2-Amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (D-APV, Tocris), SCH23390 (Sigma-Aldrich), Sulpiride (Tocris), Scopolamine (Tocris), or apamin (SigmaAldrich) were delivered by perfusion. For inactivation of G proteins in recorded neurons, the GTP in pipette solution was replaced with GDPbS (trilithium salt) 1-1.5 mM (Sigma-Aldrich); chelation, EGTA in the intracellular solution was replaced with BAPTA (1,2-Bis(2-aminophenoty)ethane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid; Tocris) 10 mM, K + -gluconate was reduced to 130 mM to adjust osmolality and pH adjusted with KOH. Intracellular BAPTA started to show its effect 5 min after entering whole-cell mode, so the first 5 min served as control; after 10 min, full effects were achieved. The PBH in m-shell was measured as the negative peak 0.5-1.5 s after the onset of photostimulation.
Data Analysis and Statistics
Electrophysiological data were filtered at 5 kHz with a 4-pole Bessel filter and digitized at 200 ms sample intervals (ITC-16 Interface, ALA Scientific Instruments). Acquisition and analysis were done with AxoGraph X (AxoGraph Scientific). Peak amplitudes of synaptic responses were measured from averages of ten individual traces. Latency of PSPs was measured as the time from the onset of photostimulation to 5% of the peak response. PSC rise time was measured as the time from 10%-90% of peak amplitude. Baseline firing frequencies were calculated as average frequency in a 2 s window of baseline obtained from ten consecutive traces. Effects of train photostimulation on ChIs were evaluated as the firing ratio of firing frequency during the 0.5 s window from the onset of the photostimulation to the preceding baseline. Statistical analyses were done in SPSS 20 (IBM). For comparison of three values, oneway ANOVA was used, and significance of differences evaluated using Scheffe's post hoc test. For comparison of two values or comparisons to baseline levels, Student's t test or one-sample t test were used for data with n R 10; nonparametric tests were used for data with n < 10.
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